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In the wild, bacteria are predominantly associated with surfaces as opposed to existing as free-
swimming, isolated organisms. They are thus subject to surface-specific mechanics, including hy-
drodynamic forces, adhesive forces, the rheology of their surroundings, and transport rules that
define their encounters with nutrients and signaling molecules. Here, we highlight the effects of
mechanics on bacterial behaviors on surfaces at multiple length scales, from single bacteria to
the development of multicellular bacterial communities such as biofilms.Bacteria occupy a broad variety of ecological niches on Earth.
Their long evolutionary history has exposed them to vastly
different environments, and they have evolved remarkable
plasticity in response to locally changing physicochemical con-
ditions. In particular, bacteria can detect and respond to chem-
ical, thermal, and mechanical cues, as well as to electric and
magnetic fields. How do these cues influence bacterial behav-
iors in natural environments? Characterizing bacterial behavior
in realistic contexts requires integrating a spectrum of environ-
mental stimuli to which they respond and doing so in physical
configurations representative of their natural habitats. Such
analyses are critical to comprehensively understand bacterial
biology and to thereby make progress in promoting or restrict-
ing bacterial growth in medical, industrial, and agricultural
realms.
Mechanics is an integral part of eukaryotic cell biology:
numerous studies have demonstrated the importance of fluid
flow and surface mechanics in mammalian cell growth and
behavior at many length scales (Fritton and Weinbaum, 2009;
Hoffman et al., 2011; Pruitt et al., 2014). In contrast, microbiology
has traditionally focused on the influence of the chemical envi-
ronment on bacterial behavior. Hence, for decades, growth in
well-mixed batch cultures and on agar plates were the methods
of choice for studies of bacterial physiology. As a result, the
community has only recently recognized that mechanics also
play a significant role in microbial biology on surfaces—fluid
flow and contact between cells and surfaces are two ubiquitous
and influential features of bacterial existence in natural environ-
ments. Advances in microscale engineering and microscopy
now provide us with powerful tools to explore, at the relevant
spatial scales, the roles physical forces play in bacterial sensory
perception and adaptation (Rusconi et al., 2014). These new
experimental platforms have revealed that bacteria are attuned
tomechanical forces and, indeed, can exploit mechanics to drive
adaptive behavior.988 Cell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Swimmingmotility provides an elegant example of how bacte-
ria are influenced by themechanical nature of their surroundings.
As a consequence of their small size (1 mm), bacteria live in en-
vironments dominated by viscosity, which stands in contrast to
the meter-scale world of humans in which dynamics are domi-
nated by inertia (Purcell, 1977). Fluidmotion can be broadly char-
acterized by the Reynolds number (Re), which compares the
magnitudes of inertial forces and viscous forces in a given flow
(Re = rUL/m where U is a typical fluid speed, L a typical length
scale, r the density of the fluid, and m its viscosity). We humans
live a high Reynolds number life (at least 104), as we are meter-
scale organisms moving at speeds on the order of meters per
second. But swimming microorganisms live at Reynolds
numbers far below unity (at most 103). To self-propel in such
a regime, bacteria use motorized flagella that convert mechani-
cal actuation (rotation) into net displacement. Thus, many bacte-
ria have evolved a biological machine—the flagellum and its
associatedmotor—to adapt to themechanical properties of their
(purely viscous) environment. The biology and physics of swim-
ming motility have been intensively investigated and are re-
viewed elsewhere (Berg, 2003; Guasto et al., 2012; Macnab,
2003). Here, we provide perspective on a more general but
understudied aspect of mechanics in bacterial biology, namely
the effects of surfaces and flow on bacterial behavior.
Outside of the oceans, most bacteria in nature exist on sur-
faces, rather than in the bulk liquid of their fluid environments
(Costerton et al., 1995). Bacteria are equipped to live at the
liquid-solid interface via the secretion of adhesive structures
such as flagella, pili, exopolysaccharides, and other matrix com-
ponents (Dunne, 2002) (Figure 1A). The mechanical environment
of surface-associated bacteria is remarkably different than that
of their free-floating counterparts (Figure 1B). From initial con-
tact, a surface-attached bacterium will experience a local force
that is normal to the surface, usually referred to as an adhesive
force (Figure 1B). In an environment with flow, the viscosity of
Figure 1. Bacteria Experience a Variety of
Mechanical Effects on Surfaces
(A) Flagella, pili, and adhesive substances are
useful for attachment of individual bacterial cells
to surfaces. EPS aid in maintaining the integrity
of community structures composed of multiple
cells. Bacteria use diffusible signaling molecules,
chemical weapons, and soluble public goods to
interact within such communities.
(B) A cell attaching to a surface is subject to a local
adhesive force (F) in the direction normal to the
surface. Shear stresses due to fluid flow generate
a force (F) on the cell that is parallel to the surface.
Bacteria experience the rheological properties of
their surrounding extracellular matrix, which flows
and/or deforms upon application of forces. Fluid
flow (advection) and Brownian motion (diffusion)
transport soluble compounds that are released
and/or internalized by bacteria.the surrounding fluid generates a hydrodynamic (shear) force on
the cell that is tangential to the surface in the direction of the flow
(Figure 1B). Surface motility may produce a friction force that is
tangential to the cell wall and localized at the interface with the
substrate. The principles of mechanics dictate that the forces
on a stationary or steadily moving cell must balance, so that a
local adhesive force toward the substrate at one point on the
cell must be balanced by repulsive forces due to compression
elsewhere.
Surface-attached bacterial cells can multiply to form large
groups that develop into organized communities termed bio-
films (Hall-Stoodley et al., 2004). At this multicellular scale,
additional mechanical effects become relevant (Stewart,
2012). Attachment of a cell to a surface induces secretion of
a mixture of proteins, polysaccharides, and DNA that forms a
surrounding matrix (EPS; extracellular polymeric substances)
with both viscous and elastic properties (Figure 1B). These
extracellular polymers bind surface-attached cells and their
progeny together in biofilm communities, and the rheology
of the secreted matrix likely has important implications for
the growth, spatial arrangement, and resilience of the
resulting multicellular structures (Berk et al., 2012; Chew
et al., 2014). The spatiotemporal distribution of small molecules
internalized and/or released by bacterial cells residing within
these communities can be strongly affected by the flow envi-
ronment that the community experiences, with substantial
and distinct consequences for individual and collective behav-
iors (Figure 1B).
Here, we highlight how these mechanical effects play roles in
bacterial behavior at the level of single cells and of multicellular
structures. We discuss strategies that bacterial cells deploy spe-
cifically on surfaces, including enhanced adhesion under fluid
flow, exploration via surface-specific motility, and control of
cell shape to enhance colonization (Figures 2A–2C). At the level
of multicellular structures, we discuss how the rheology of poly-
meric matrices affects populations growing in biofilms and how
flow influences these structures (Figures 2D–2F). We also
describe how fluid flow affects the transport of small molecules
used in social interactions—e.g., quorum sensing, between indi-
vidual bacterial cells (Figure 2G). Finally, we provide insight into
the scalability of the effects of mechanics on bacteria—i.e., how
phenomena at the level of single cells influence emergent collec-tive behaviors and group fitness consequences in multicellular
communities.
Mechanics at the Level of Single Cells
To initiate andmaintain intimate contact with solid surfaces, bac-
teria leverage a wide variety of adhesion strategies. Many bacte-
ria, upon attaching to a surface, will secrete a mixture of EPS,
which increases their affinity for porous, rough, and chemically
heterogeneous surfaces (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Bac-
teria also construct protein structures on their exteriors that
enhance their adhesion to surfaces. For example, appendages
such as pili and fimbriae aid cells in overcoming repulsive forces
between the cell membrane and abiotic surfaces (Figure 1A).
EPS secretion and pilus formation are active areas of inves-
tigation and have been reviewed elsewhere (Burrows, 2012;
Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Previous reviews have also
highlighted surface-specific motility such as swarming and
twitching (Harshey, 2003). Here, we focus on strategies bacteria
use—often employing fimbriae, pili, and EPS—to maintain
attachment to surfaces or to optimize surface colonization in
flow environments.
Holding Tight
The shear stress generated by flow at a solid-liquid interface can
easily overcome the adhesive forces anchoring cells onto a sur-
face, potentially detaching them from substrata (De La Fuente
et al., 2007). In flow, a cell experiences a drag force that is well
estimated as Fdrag = Ass, where A is the area of the cell exposed
to flow (approximately the product of length and width for a
rod-shape bacterium) and ss is the local shear stress at the
surface (Berg, 1993). In a microfluidic channel with rectangular
cross section of height h and width w, and given flow rate Q
(in m3 per second), the shear stress at the wall can be esti-
mated by ss = 6Qm/wh
2 where m is the fluid viscosity. Although
shear stress depends highly on the geometry of the flow, it is
generally larger in environments with higher flow speeds. Thus,
the drag force on an attached cell typically increases with
flow intensity, and the attachment strength required for a cell
to resist removal by shear will depend on the flows that
characterize its environmental niche (Bakker et al., 2004). Cell
adhesion forces range from a few to hundreds of picoNewtons
(pN), which is sufficient to maintain attachment in a variety
of flow environments. These forces also strongly depend onCell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 989
Figure 2. Influences of Environmental Mechanics on Individual Cells
and Multicellular Communities
(A and B) (A) On surfaces and in the presence of flow, individual bacterial cells
use short appendages (fimbriae) and other adhesive structures or substances
to remain strongly attached, and (B) they use motorized pili localized at their
poles to move against the flow.
(C) Bacteria exploit their shapes to orient in flow, thereby enhancing surface
colonization.
(D) At the scale of multicellular communities, bacteria can alter the rheology of
the EPS to optimize growth.
(E and F) Flow modifies the architecture of bacterial biofilms by driving for-
mation of filamentous structures called streamers, which can obstruct flow but
also capture cells and metabolites suspended in the surrounding fluid.
(G) Transport of nutrients and other solutes by diffusion and advection drives
the growth of and interactions between surface-associated bacteria.chemistry (Garrett et al., 2008) and mechanical properties of the
substrate (Lichter et al., 2008).
Some bacteria, like the prosthecate Caulobacter crescentus,
stand out among microbial models of shear resistance with their
extremely strong surface attachment. Single C. crescentus cells
construct an adhesive holdfast, which is composed of a sticky
substance that localizes at the cell poles, to withstand forces
as large as 1 mN, which effectively renders them irreversibly sur-
face-attached (Tsang et al., 2006). C. crescentus cells can with-
stand shear stresses as high as 1 MPa (their typical surface area
being on the order of 1 mm2). It is not clear why C. crescentus
evolved such extreme attachment strength, given that the typical
shear stress in their natural freshwater environments is expected
to be orders of magnitude lower. One hypothesis is that such
strong attachment prevents grazing by predators (Parry, 2004).
Catch Bonds
Paradoxically, multiple examples exist in which increasing shear
stress enhances cell attachment to surfaces. For example,
Escherichia coli is subject to flowsspanningawide rangeof inten-990 Cell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.sities as it colonizes different host tissues (Thomas et al., 2004),
and it has evolved adaptable fimbriae that counteract removal
by flow to optimize colonization in these diverse environments
(Thomas, 2008). Typical bacterial fimbriae fail to maintain adher-
ence upon application of a sufficiently large force, whereas
among many strains of E. coli, type I fimbriae attachment is
enhanced under increasing tensile load (Thomas et al., 2008)
(Figure 3A). In these cases, type I fimbriae are capped with a tip
protein calledFimH that specifically binds themannose that coats
the surfaces ofmany tissues. Under tension, themannose-bound
FimH changes conformation, adopting a strong attachment state
(Le Trong et al., 2010) (Figure 3A). This force-dependent attach-
ment is known as a catch bond, which increases the reliability
of cell attachment to the surface in strong flow environments
but also leads to a ‘‘stick and roll’’ adhesion where cells slowly
move in the direction of the flow while remaining attached to the
surface (Thomas et al., 2004).
Catch bonds thus may be beneficial during gastrointestinal
colonization, allowing cells to remain in a beneficial microenvi-
ronment by anchoring to the epithelium and modulating their
shear resistance in response to flow conditions. Notably, uropa-
thogenic strains of E. coli possessmutations in FimH that reduce
the dependence of adhesion on shear stress, indicating that the
benefit of a catch bond may be lost in a low-frequency pulsatile
flow environment (Thomas et al., 2004). E. coli cells can further
strengthen attachment by leveraging the mechanical deforma-
tion of type I fimbriae. These fibers extend under tension forces,
so that the force applied to a single attached cell is distributed
among multiple fimbriae, decreasing the load experienced by
each fiber and improving the ability of a cell to remain attached
to a surface (Whitfield et al., 2014).
Shear stress also enhances the attachment properties of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which exhibit longer residence times
on surfaces when subjected to flow than under static conditions
(Lecuyer et al., 2011). However, unlike E. coli, P. aeruginosa em-
ploys a mechanism that is independent of surface chemistry.
Indeed, when subjected to shear, adhesion of P. aeruginosa
increases on both glass and elastomeric substrata. The flow-
dependent increase in residence time of P. aeruginosa is dimin-
ished in mutants lacking polar type I and IV pili (cupA1 and pilC),
flagella (flgK), or the ability to synthesize certain EPSmatrix com-
ponents (pelA). Although these observations do not entirely elim-
inate the possibility of attachment via catch bonds, the findings
suggest an alternative mechanism of shear-dependent adhesion
whereby multiple adhesive structures participate to increase
surface attachment.
These two examples are not rare among bacteria, as shear-
enhanced adhesion has been observed in a variety of other con-
texts. For example, other E.coli fimbral structures can form catch
bonds with distinct ligands (Nilsson et al., 2006; Tchesnokova
et al., 2010), and increased shear stress promotes the adhesion
of Staphylococcus epidermis cell clusters to human fibrinogen-
coated surfaces (Weaver et al., 2011) and of S. aureus to fibers
of the mechanosensitive von Willebrand factor (Pappelbaum
et al., 2013).
Upstream Migration
Some bacterial surface interaction mechanisms simultaneously
enable surface attachment and locomotion. Type IV pili, for
Figure 3. Bacteria Leverage Fluid Flow at
the Scale of a Single Cell
(A) E. coli use a catch bondmechanism to enhance
attachment to surfaces in flow conditions. (Left)
Above a critical shear stress, cells are more likely
to remain attached to a surface compared to cells
that experience lower shear stress, as demon-
strated by the peak in the number of adherent cells
at finite shear stress (Nilsson et al., 2006). (Right)
The fimbrial capping protein FimH changes
conformation when the fimbria is under tension,
thereby increasing its affinity for surface-bound
mannose (Le Trong et al., 2010). The mechanics of
FimH are analogous to a finger trap toy, where
extension enhances binding via twisting.
(B) (Left) P. aeruginosa attaches to surfaces with
polar pili, and cells migrate via twitching motility in
the direction opposite to the flow. (Right) Flow
reorients cells in the direction opposite to the flow
(Shen et al., 2012); successive pili extensions and
retractions promote upstream migration.
(C) (Left) C. crescentus reorients in the direction of
the flow when growing on surfaces (Persat et al.,
2014). (Right) Hydrodynamic forces act on the
curvedC. crescentus cell body, attached from one
pole, to orient its free pole toward the surface.
Thus, new cells are born close to the surface and
can better attach immediately following separa-
tion from the mother cell. A straight cell dividing in
flow has its pole oriented away from the surface,
thereby reducing the likelihood of attachment to
the surface after separation, which then reduces
the rate of surface colonization.example, are cell-surface structures that rapidly polymerize
and depolymerize (Burrows, 2012), and cells use them to
move over surfaces via successive pilus extension, tip
attachment, and retraction, which altogether is termed
twitching motility (Gibiansky et al., 2010; Mattick, 2002).
P. aeruginosa and numerous other bacteria use twitchingmotility
to explore surfaces prior to forming biofilms (Zhao et al., 2013).
Pili extension and retraction also promote intimate contact be-
tween single cells and the host during infection (Comolli et al.,
1999).
A striking architectural feature of type IV pili and other adhe-
sive structures (e.g., flagella and holdfasts) is their strict localiza-
tion to the poles of many rod-shaped cells. In environments with
flow, a cell attached to a surface via a polar appendagewill expe-
rience forces that tend to align the cell body with the vicinal flow
field. In P. aeruginosa, which attaches to surfaces using its polar
type IV pili, this phenomenon produces the surprising flow-
driven behavior of upstream motion. Under flow, pilus-attachedCellP. aeruginosa cells align in the direction of
fluid movement with the piliated pole fac-
ing upstream. By successively retracting
and extending pili, such cells migrate
upstream, against the direction of the
flow, despite the force oriented opposite
to them generated by shear stress (Fig-
ure 3B) (Shen et al., 2012). This behavior
has also been observed in the plant path-
ogen Xyllela fastidiosa (Meng et al., 2005),
in E. coli harboring type I pili (Rangel et al.,2013), and it may be a general feature of surface-attached spe-
cies possessing motorized polar pili.
Cell Shape
Bacteria possess a wide variety of cell morphologies, and each
species robustly maintains a characteristic shape by precisely
coordinating complex cell wall synthesis machineries (Typas
et al., 2012). The function of cell shape is likely to depend on
the typical environment of each species, but the underpinnings
of this cell shape-niche relationship remain unknown in the
vast majority of cases (Young, 2006). In some instances, how-
ever, there are hints about how cell shape may constitute an
adaptation to specific environmental conditions. For example,
the helical shape of Helicobacter pylori enhances swimming
motility in hydrogels, a feature that aids cells in penetrating
mucus layers during stomach infection (Sycuro et al., 2012). In
contrast, the curved bacterium C. crescentus harnesses its
shape and the mechanics of its hydrodynamic environment to
enhance surface colonization (Persat et al., 2014). As mentioned161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 991
above,C. crescentus cells attach to surfaces via a polar holdfast.
In flow, surface-attached cells orient in the direction of the flow
(Figure 3C). Shear stress generates a torque on their curved
cell bodies, which rotates them such that their unattached poles
arc toward the substratum. Consequently, mother cells deposit
newly born daughter cells onto the surface immediately down-
stream, which leads to the colonization of the downstream sur-
face and the formation of a biofilm. Indeed, straight mutants of
C. crescentus are less likely to have their progeny immediately
attach to the surface following division, and such mutants are
more frequently lost to the bulk flow (Persat et al., 2014). Thus
C. crescentus may have evolved its curved shape to enhance
surface colonization in environments with flow, indicating that
bacterial morphology is potentially a result of adaptation to spe-
cific mechanical environments.
Touching Down
As described above, bacteria adopt many phenotypes that can
confer fitness advantages when cells are associated with a sub-
strate. Transitioning from a planktonic swimming state to surface
attachment is presumably an expensive regulatory decision in
terms of energetic and potential opportunity cost. In several
notable cases, bacteria coordinate transitions between attach-
ment to and detachment from surfaces, making specific use of
mechanical cues transduced via cell-surface structures.
Swimming motility allows cells to explore the bulk of a fluid
but becomes largely unnecessary after surface attachment.
Consequently, many flagellar systems possess a mechanism
for disabling rotation in response to mechanical forces. In a low
Reynolds flow number environment, an object moving very close
to a boundary experiences a larger viscous force compared to
that which it would experience far away from the surface (Gold-
man et al., 1967). Relative to that of a planktonic cell, the rotating
flagellum of a surface-attached cell experiences a significantly
larger drag force, increasing the load on the flagellar motors.
E. coli harnesses this hydrodynamic effect and subsequently
alters flagellar rotation (Lele et al., 2013). More generally, many
bacterial species exhibit behavioral changes upon inhibition of
flagellar rotation. EPS secretion, for example, is strongly modu-
lated in response to the load on flagella by B. subtilis and
V. parahaemolyticus (Belas, 2014; Guttenplan et al., 2010). Simi-
larly, C. crescentus stimulates deployment of its holdfast using a
flagellum-dependent mechanism when attaching to surfaces,
strengthening adhesion when necessary (Li et al., 2012). Recent
work has suggested that bacteria also possess the means to
translate surface contact into physiological changes in gene
expression independently of flagellar function (Siryaporn et al.,
2014). However, the contributions of mechanics in all of the
above examples remain to be determined quantitatively.
We note that other systems could potentially enable bacteria
to mechanically sense surfaces. For example, the mechanosen-
sitive channels protecting the integrity of the cell wall upon
osmotic shock (Phillips et al., 2009) may also be sensitive to me-
chanical deformation of the cell wall and trigger surface-specific
cellular responses, similar to those that occur among eukaryotes
(Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). Analogous to flagella-surface interac-
tions, type IV pili are mechanically actuated cellular structures
that could represent ideal mechanosensors because their func-
tion is highly dependent on surface contact (Skerker and Berg,992 Cell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.2001). Altogether, these mechanisms likely promote the coloni-
zation of surfaces and help to regulate the transition from the uni-
cellular state to a multicellular lifestyle.
Mechanics at the Level of Multicellular Structures
In favorable environments, single surface-associated cells grow
and divide or aggregate, thus initiating the formation of sessile,
multicellular structures known as biofilms (Hall-Stoodley et al.,
2004). When nucleated from a single founder cell, biofilms are
often genetically homogeneous (van Gestel et al., 2014),
although their finite sizes and spatial organizations generate
distinct microenvironments for individual cells within them. For
example, some cells occupy space near the substratum,
whereas others localize to the biofilm exterior, adjacent to the
surrounding fluid (O’Toole et al., 2000). The availability of
growth-limiting nutrients and other solutes often varies along
sharp concentration gradients as a function of biofilm depth;
as a result, a genetically homogeneous biofilm population can
exhibit strongly heterogeneous phenotypes (Stewart and
Franklin, 2008). In this manner and many others, physical and
mechanical constraints affect bacterial behavior within biofilms.
There is currently only limited quantitative and qualitative under-
standing of the effects of mechanics on multicellular bacterial
development. Here, we highlight recent work exploring the influ-
ence of mechanics on biofilms, with emphasis on matrix
rheology, fluid flow, and molecular transport.
Rheology
The biofilm matrix is a complex, heterogeneous gel-like material
whose components vary from one bacterial species to another.
The biophysical properties of the matrix have implications for
the bacteria residing within biofilms, including their spatial orga-
nization and ecological interactions. For example, the matrix is
dense and thus only poorly permeable to the surrounding fluid,
ensuring that flow primarily occurs around biofilms (de Beer
et al., 1994; Stewart, 2012). A consequence of this structural
feature is that bacterial cells residing deep inside of biofilms
receive only those nutrients capable of diffusing through the ma-
trix. Additionally, cells residing in the outermost biofilm layers
often rapidly deplete these nutrients, further denying access to
cells in the interior. The resulting gradients in nutrient availability
(and other solute concentrations) commonly generate physio-
logical heterogeneity within biofilms, even those that are
monoclonal, as cells within them adjust to their distinct local
microenvironments (Xu et al., 1998).
Macroscopically, biofilms are examples of living soft matter
composed of cells and EPS matrix. The matrix displays elastic,
plastic, and viscous properties, allowing biofilms to distort under
mechanical forces. The effective mechanical response to forces
on biofilms resembles that of a viscoelastic fluid (Wilking et al.,
2011); biofilm stiffness is affected by the chemistry of the envi-
ronment (Wloka et al., 2004) and the growth state of the resident
bacterial population (Rogers et al., 2008). Biofilm expansion
also generates mechanical stresses that can modify its own
morphology and internal cellular organization. For example, in
Bacillus subtilis biofilms growing at an air-liquid interface,
compressive stresses generated by growth and expansion in a
confined space lead to alteration of global biofilm morphology.
In particular, B. subtilis biofilm sheets buckle to generate
Figure 4. Effect of Mechanics on Multicellular Communities
(A) Photograph and scanning electron micrographs show fluidic channels within biofilms generated by buckling of the EPS matrix (Wilking et al., 2013). Fluid
evaporation through the biofilm generates flowwithin the channels, leading to rapid advective transport of nutrients within the biofilm. In the absence of channels,
nutrients only slowly diffuse into the biofilm.
(B) Fluid flow promotes biofilm extrusions at channel bends that develop into fiber-like streamers extending into the channel centerline (Drescher et al., 2013).
These streamers form as channel bends and induce localized flow patterns potentially favoring the accumulation of EPS (Rusconi et al., 2011).
(C) The interplay between diffusive and advective transport of a nutrient shapes the interactions between ‘‘producer’’ enzyme-secreting cells that digest a chitin
substrate and mutant ‘‘cheater’’ cells that do not secrete the chitinase enzyme (Drescher et al., 2014). Without flow, diffusion of liberated chitin oligomers
(GlcNac)n permits ‘‘cheater’’ cells to exploit populations of chitinase-producing cells. In contrast, flow rapidly removes the soluble (GlcNac)n released from the
chitin surface, denying access to ‘‘cheaters’’ and rendering secreted chitinase-production evolutionarily stable.wrinkled pellicles at the surface of the fluid (Trejo et al., 2013).
At solid-liquid interfaces, stresses generate wrinkles at locations
of the weakest matrix stiffness. Cell death locally reduces biofilm
thickness, thus focusing mechanical stress or reducing local
biofilm adhesion, leading to vertical buckling of the matrix
(Asally et al., 2012). These morphological changes can generate
a network of fluid-filled channels that increase permeability
and enable nutrient transport by flow, thus improving nutrient
availability to cells within the biofilm compared to purely diffu-
sive transport (Wilking et al., 2013; Figure 4A). Similarly, the
wrinkled morphology of P. aeruginosa biofilms increases their
overall surface area, thereby improving oxygen uptake (Kempes
et al., 2014).
Flow
The flow around biofilms can also strongly affect their
morphology, deforming their structures. Shear stress applied
to attached bacteria can wash away secreted compounds (Liu
and Tay, 2002), affecting biofilm density, limiting growth, and,
as a result, reducing the overall biofilm size (Kostenko et al.,
2010). Following the transition from single attached cells to larger
multicellular biofilm communities, mechanical effects can under-
pin the spread of bacteria to new locations. Large shear stresses
generated under strong flow conditions may lead to biofilm
breakage, dislodging bacteria from the community (Purevdorjet al., 2002). Consequently, formerly biofilm-embedded bacterial
cells are able to disperse to new territory and potentially colonize
other environments that are more favorable (Stoodley et al.,
1999).
One striking example of the effect of flow on biofilm architec-
ture appears in irregular flow geometries. At corners and bends
in curved channels, biofilms of various species develop as
streamers—long, filamentous structures suspended in the
fluid—nucleating at specific surface topological irregularities.
Rusconi et al. (2010) showed that flow around corners promotes
initiation of streamer formation. Biofilms nucleate at the down-
stream end of a bend and elongate in the direction of the flow,
into the channel centerline (Figure 4B). Numerical simulations
suggest that the attachment point of a streamer co-localizes
with flow moving fluid in the direction perpendicular to the
main flow plane. The intensity of this secondary flow increases
with sharper turns, which is consistent with the observation
that streamers form more rapidly in such geometries (Rusconi
et al., 2010).
The formation of streamers therefore depends on the charac-
teristics of the flow coupled with the topology of the surface.
A critical feature of streamer growth, in contrast to surface-asso-
ciated biofilms, is their spatial extension far into the bulk of the
fluid. Whereas wall-associated biofilms only modestly impairCell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 993
flow, streamers obstruct flow channels near the centerline and
thus slow flow much more dramatically than do biofilms on the
walls. This effect generates a positive feedback in which the
decrement of flow favors accumulation of EPS and other sus-
pended materials, until streamers completely clog the channel
and catastrophically stop the flow (Drescher et al., 2013).
Because turns and bends are common within flow systems,
such as an animal’s vasculature or an industrial cooling system,
we anticipate that streamer-induced clogging is a frequent
impediment in many fluidic systems and networks. Consistent
with this idea, streamers form in flow elements common to
various environmental systems, including filters, soil, and stents
(Drescher et al., 2013). Many studies in this realm have focused
on P. aeruginosa as a model organism (Stoodley et al., 2002);
similarly, S. aureus forms streamers that rapidly clog channels,
and it does so in a manner that depends on the chemistry of
the nucleating surface (Kim et al., 2014). Although only investi-
gated recently, streamers are now predicted to be common
when biofilms encounter bends and flow.
Transport
Bacteria survive, grow, and communicate by detecting and
frequently importing compounds present in their environments.
Nutrients, signaling molecules, and antimicrobials affect the
behavior of individual bacteria and the development of their
multicellular communities. Thesemolecules generally reach cells
by diffusion, but flow can dramatically modify the spatiotemporal
distribution of such compounds and the effective concentrations
that surface-attached cells experience (Berg and Purcell, 1977;
Squires et al., 2008). In practice, the contribution of flow to the
transport process can be estimated with the Pe´clet number,
which measures the relative contribution to transport of a solute
by advection (mediated by flow) compared to the contribution by
diffusion (Pe =UL/D, whereU is a typical value of flow speed, L is
the length scale of the system—e.g., of the biofilm—and D is the
diffusivity of the solute). For example, a Pe´clet number much
larger than unity signifies that solutes mainly move with the
flow. Conversely, the transport of a solute is dominated by diffu-
sion when the flow is slow enough to yield a Pe´clet numbermuch
smaller than one.
In many instances, nutrients are not derived from the bulk fluid
surrounding a biofilm, but rather from the substrata to which the
cells are attached. In such cases, biofilm-dwelling cells often
digest the substrata on which they reside by secreting extracel-
lular enzymes, liberating nutrients that can freely diffuse away.
This scenario generates a public goods conundrum: cells that
secrete digestive enzymes can be exploited by other species
that fail to produce the enzyme but nonetheless benefit from
its production (West et al., 2006). Recent work has shown that
a flow environment can help to overcome this evolutionary
dilemma (Driscoll and Pepper, 2010). Outside of its human
host, the pathogen Vibrio cholerae grows on solid particles of
the biopolymer chitin, secreting chitinase enzymes that digest
chitin and liberate the soluble product N-acetylglucosamine
(GlcNac) and oligomers, which are excellent nutrients for growth.
In the absence of flow, a ‘‘cheater’’ (a mutant that does not pro-
duce chitinase) can scavenge diffusing nutrients released by the
producers’ chitinase activity and outcompete the producer
because the cheater does not pay the cost of producing chiti-994 Cell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.nase (Figure 4C). In contrast, flow disperses nutrients generated
by producers away from the chitin granules, limiting growth
exclusively to chitinase producers and their offspring, who are
residing on the chitin surface; cheater mutants are essentially
starved out of the system (Drescher et al., 2014).
Similarly, flow transports signaling molecules and other
secreted compounds that mediate social interactions within
and between bacterial populations (Miller and Bassler, 2001).
An important example is how flow affects quorum sensing, an
intra- and inter-species bacterial communication system that is
used to synchronize collective behaviors. Quorum sensing relies
on the production, release, and detection of extracellular signal
molecules called autoinducers. In well-mixed environments,
cells assess cell density bymeasuring the local autoinducer con-
centration to initiate group behaviors. By contrast, in a heteroge-
neous environment, for example in a sessile population in flow,
advection and diffusion affect local autoinducer concentrations.
Bacteria may, in fact, use quorum-sensing systems to detect the
flow in their surroundings, thus probing their vicinal surroundings
for their growth potential or for other cues (Cornforth et al., 2014).
Connecting Scales
Fully understanding bacterial behavior requires efforts to
address the common and intimate association of cells with sur-
faces. We must consider individual cells, their morphology, and
their responses to environmental cues and mechanical forces
such as those described above: surface adhesion in the pres-
ence of flow, solute transport, and biofilm rheological properties.
Cell division andmatrix secretion combine to promote biofilm for-
mation on the scale of many hundreds to millions of cells for
which flow, transport, and rheology feed back onto the popula-
tion dynamics within biofilm populations. Clarifying the conse-
quences ofmechanics for bacterial cells in isolation and asmem-
bers of collectives is therefore central not only to understanding
the transitions between individual and multicellular bacterial
behavior but also to bacterial evolution in the broadest sense.
The phenomena discussed in the previous sections, which
largely pertain to the behavior of single cells, influence transitions
from surface occupation by individual bacteria to the formation
of large multicellular communities. An adaptation that first ap-
pears to benefit only individual cells could influence the fitness
of its descendants many generations later (Odling-Smee et al.,
1996). A prime example of such adaptation is the increased abil-
ity of C. crescentus to colonize surfaces in flow as described
above. Cell curvature increases the rate of surface attachment
by daughter cells, thereby increasing the rate of surface coloni-
zation and ultimately enabling capture of increased niche space
in a three-dimensional biofilm that may extend many cell lengths
away from the substratum. Populations of curved cells thus form
robust biofilms more rapidly than straight cells, such that curva-
ture may be viewed as adaptive not only at the scale of a single
colonizing bacterium but at the scale of clonal populations
descended from surface-associated founder cells. Similarly,
the upstream motility of single P. aeruginosa cells provides a
group-level advantage when competing with planktonic cells
and other species during colonization of fluidic networks (Sirya-
porn et al., 2015). Phenotypes that evolved in response to me-
chanical forces experienced by single surface-attached cells
could thus contribute to pathogenic infection by a large bacterial
population.
When forming biofilms, bacteria implement individual gene
expression programs that ultimately contribute to the properties
of the entire community. As individual cells respond to or modify
the chemical and mechanical features of their environment, they
express phenotypes and generate cell group configurations that
contribute to collective survival. For instance, impaired flagellar
rotation upon surface contact has been proposed as a signal
that induces biofilm formation, as motility and EPS secretion
are negatively correlated (Blair et al., 2008; Krasteva et al.,
2010). Thus, surface contact generates a mechanical cue trig-
gering an intracellular signaling cascade that leads to many phe-
notypes, which culminate in stable adhesion to the substratum.
Upon growth and division, bacteria modify their mechanical
environment by secreting EPS that helps maintain the spatial
coherence of clonal lineages within nascent biofilms (Millet
et al., 2014; Nadell and Bassler, 2011) and discourages invasion
by planktonic cells (Nadell et al., 2015). These and other recent
studies together suggest that biofilms often emerge from the
behavior of individual cells that are locally cooperative within
their strain or clonal lineage and globally competitive with other
strains and species with which they may be growing (Mitri and
Foster, 2013).
Subsequent to the formation of multicellular communities, bio-
film structure and mechanical properties feed back upon the
forces and solute concentrations experienced by biofilm-dwell-
ing bacteria to further influence their individual and collective be-
haviors. For example, because advection is negligible within the
matrix, solute transport occurs primarily through diffusion,
which, in turn, leads to heterogeneous concentration gradients
of soluble compounds secreted or absorbed by individual bacte-
ria (Stewart, 2003). As we have described above, these solute
distributions further influence the competitive dynamics within
and among competing cell lineages inside biofilms. Biofilm
structure and diffusive properties likewise influence the accumu-
lation of autoinducers involved in the quorum-sensing-regulated
activation of group-wide phenotypes such as virulence in
P. aeruginosa (De Kievit et al., 2001). In V. cholerae, by contrast,
quorum sensing feeds back into the structure and rheology of the
biofilm to repress EPS at high cell density, thus initiating
dispersal of the pathogen (McDougald et al., 2012).
Do single cells actively sense mechanical forces? What is
the relevance of these features in realistic ecological contexts?
How do biofilms form in complex and diverse environments
such as the digestive tract? Do organ mechanics affect bacterial
population development? These and many other questions
are natural extensions of past and current experimental ex-
plorations of bacterial behavior. Resolving the connections
between mechanics and biology in the bacterial world will
require integrative approaches that combine genetics, biochem-
istry, chemistry, evolutionary biology, physics, and engineering
principles.
Surface-specific mechanics are ubiquitous in the bacterial
world, and the examples above highlight the essential role that
they play in many elements of bacterial processes. The insights
gained from a mechanics-informed view of bacteria will, in turn,
improve our ability to control microbes in settingswhere they canbe helpful or harmful to humans. For instance, a better under-
standing of how mechanics contribute to regulating virulence
may provide alternative approaches to fight infections and help
overcome the rise of antibiotic resistance. More generally, bac-
terial mechanics represent an exciting research direction for
biologists aiming to understand bacterial physiology in realistic
environments and for engineers and physicists aiming to
develop new tools and models to interface with microbiology
and develop a fully interdisciplinary understanding of bacterial
behavior.
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